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Earphones Award Winner (AudioFile Magazine)Of all of John Irving's books, this is the one that
lends itself best to audio. In print, Owen Meany's dialogue is set in capital letters; for this
production, Irving himself selected Joe Barrett to deliver Meany's difficult voice as intended.In
the summer of 1953, two 11-year-old boys – best friends – are playing in a Little League baseball
game in Gravesend, New Hampshire. One of the boys hits a foul ball that kills the other boy's
mother. The boy who hits the ball doesn't believe in accidents; Owen Meany believes he is God's
instrument. What happens to Owen after that 1953 foul ball is extraordinary and terrifying. As an
added bonus, when you purchase our Audible Modern Vanguard production of John Irving's
book, you'll also get an exclusive Jim Atlas interview that begins when the audiobook ends.

“Brilliant . . . Startling and ingenious . . . Mr. Bradbury’s account of this insane world, which bears
many alarming resemblances to our own, is fascinating.” —Orville Prescott, The New York
Times“A masterpiece . . . A glorious American classic everyone should read: It’s life-changing if
you read it as a teen, and still stunning when you reread it as an adult.” —Alice Hoffman, The
Boston Globe“The sheer lift and power of a truly original imagination exhilarates . . . His is a very
great and unusual talent.” —Christopher Isherwood, Tomorrow“One of this country’s most
beloved writers . . . A great storyteller, sometimes even a mythmaker, a true American classic.” —
Michael Dirda, The Washington PostAbout the AuthorRay Bradbury (1920–2012) was the author
of more than three dozen books, including Fahrenheit 451, The Martian Chronicles, The
Illustrated Man, and Something Wicked This Way Comes, as well as hundreds of short stories.
He wrote for the theater, cinema, and TV, including the screenplay for John Huston’s Moby Dick
and the Emmy Award–winning teleplay The Halloween Tree, and adapted for television sixty-five
of his stories for The Ray Bradbury Theater. He was the recipient of the 2000 National Book
Foundation’s Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters, the 2007 Pulitzer Prize
Special Citation, and numerous other honors.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.A New IntroductionbyRay BradburyMarch 12, 2003What is there new to be said about
Fahrenheit 451? I have written three or four introductions in the past thirty years trying to explain
where the novel came from and how it finally arrived.The first thing to be said is that I feel very
fortunate to have survived long enough to join with people who have been paying attention to the
novel in this past year.The novel was a surprise then and is still a surprise to me.I've always
written at the top of my lungs and from some secret motives within. I have followed the advice of
my good friend Federico Fellini who, when asked about his work, said, "Don't tell me what I'm
doing, I don't want to know."The grand thing is to plunge ahead and see what your passion can
reveal.During the last fifty years I have written a short 25,000-word early version of the novel
titledThe Fireman, which appeared in Galaxy Science Fiction magazine, and several years later



added another 25,000 words for its publication by Ballantine Books.Occupying a house with a
new baby daughter, we had to consider my trying to find somewhere that was a bit quieter to do
my work. I had no money at that time to rent an office, but wandering around U.C.L.A. one day I
heard typing in the basement of the library and went down to see what was going on. I found that
there was a room with twelve typewriters that could be rented for ten cents per half hour. Excited
at the prospect, I brought a bag of dimes with me and moved into the typing room.I didn't know
what the various students were writing at their typewriters and they hardly knew, nor did I know,
what I was writing.If there is any excitement to the novel at all, I think it can best be explained by
the fact that every two hours or so during the next week and a half I ran up- and downstairs and
in and out of the stacks, grabbing books off the shelf, trying to find proper quotes to put in the
book. I am not a researcher and my memory is not all that accurate for things that I've read in the
past, so the quotes that you find in the book were those wonderful accidents where pulling a
book off the shelf and opening it just anywhere at all I found an amazing sentence or paragraph
that could occupy a position in the novel.This early version took exactly nine days and I spent
$9.80 on it, not realizing that the book had some sort of long life ahead.In the years since its first
publication I have written a full two-act play and spent two summers in Connecticut writing an
opera based on its text. The book seems to have a life that goes on re-creating itself.If I try to find
its genesis in the years prior to 1950 I would imagine one would turn to certain stories like
"Burning Bright" and a few other tales that appeared in my early books.The main thing to call
attention to is the fact that I've been a library person all of my life. I sold newspapers until I was
twenty-two and had no money to attend college, but I spent three or four nights a week at the
local library and fed on books over a long period of time.Some of my early stories tell of
librarians and book burners and people in small towns finding ways to memorize the books so
that if they were burned they had some sort of immortality.The main surprise for the book
occurred when I wrote the short story "The Pedestrian" in 1949.I had been accosted by the
police one night while I walked on a Los Angeles street with a friend. The police wanted to know
what we were doing, when walking was our aim and talking occupied us.I was so irritated by
being stopped and asked about walking that I went home and wrote the story, "The Pedestrian,"
concerning a future where pedestrians were arrested for using the sidewalks.Sometime later, I
took the Pedestrian for a walk and when he turned a corner he encountered a young girl named
Clarisse McClellan who took a deep breath and said, "I know who you are from the smell of
kerosene. You're the man who burns books."Nine days later the novel was finished.What a
wonderful experience it was to be in the library basement to dash up and down the stairs
reinvigorating myself with the touch and the smell of books that I knew and books that I did not
know until that moment.When the first version of the novel was finished, I hardly knew what I had
done. I knew that it was crammed with metaphors, but the word metaphor had not occurred to
me at that time in my life. It was only later in time when I got to know the word and realized that
my capacity for collecting metaphors was so complete.In the years of writing my two-act play
and the opera that followed, I let my characters tell me things about their lives that were not in



the book.I have been tempted to go back and insert these truths in the old text, but this is a
dangerous practice which writers must refuse. These truths, while important, could ruin a work
done years before.In writing the play my Fire Chief, Beatty, told me why he had become a burner
of books.He had once been a wanderer of libraries and a lover of the finest literature in history.
But when real life diminished him, when friends died, when a love failed, when there were too
many deaths and accidents surrounding him, he discovered that his faith in books had failed
because they could not help him when he needed the help.Turning on them, he lit a match.So
that is one of the fine things that came out of the play and the opera. I'm glad to be able to speak
of it now and tell you what Beatty had in his background.After the book was published, in the
following years I've had hundreds of letters from readers asking me what became of Clarisse
McClellan. They were so intrigued with this fascinating, strange, and quixotic girl that they
wanted to believe that somewhere out in the wilderness with the book people she had somehow
survived.I resisted the temptation to bring her back to life in future editions of my novel.I left it to
François Truffaut in his film version of Fahrenheit 451 in 1966 to give Clarisse a return to life,
even though he had changed her name and given her extra years of maturity, which at the time I
thought was a great mistake. But she did survive to the end of the film and at that time I decided
that Truffaut was correct.When I wrote the first version of the play I allowed Clarisse to survive
among the book people in the wilderness. The same practice occurred when I wrote the
opera.She was too wonderful a character to be allowed to die and I realize now that I should
have allowed her to appear at the end of my book.That being said, the book is complete and
untouched. I will not go back and revise anything. I have a great respect for the young man that I
was when I sat down in that basement room with a bag of dimes and plunged into the
passionate activity that resulted in the final work.So here, after fifty years, is Fahrenheit 451. I
didn't know what I was doing, but I'm glad that it was done.Introduction for this edition copyright
© 2003 by Ray BradburyRead more
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D. Eppenstein, “Great Book. I just this minute finished reading this book. I have never read
anything by Irving. I am familiar with some of his books but know nothing about any of them.
This particular book has recently received some glowing reviews from some of my GR friends
and since I trust their judgment and have been looking for new books to read I picked up a copy.
As I read this book I could understand how it could captivate a reader and could garner such
rave reviews. I too was initially charmed by the book, its story, and its tone but then the author
lost me. I thought the author had never learned that there is such a thing as too much of a good
thing. Reading this book became an experience like listening to a dynamic orator that doesn't
know when to shut up. I was sure that this would be a three star review, tops. I kept reading.The
book is about two boys, 11 years old when the story starts, that grow up together in a small New
Hampshire town. The story narrator is John Wheelwright and his friend is the titled character,
Owen Meany. Most of the first half of the book takes place in the 1950's and primarily in 1953.
One would have a hard time not being charmed by the antics of 2 11 year old boys in this last
era of American quaintness in an all American small town community. I know I was taken by it.
But then the author launches into his story and the mysteries and questions arise and I was
further intrigued but did I mention the book is 543 pages long and there are only 9 chapters? I
started with mild annoyance that went to irritation, and settled on aggravation. Irving is an
excellent writer. I was certain there was a 5 star story in this book but he buried it under a
mountain of unnecessary and excessive verbage.I understand that it is necessary to include a
certain amount of detail to a story's surroundings and to include develop extraneous characters.
The purpose of such detail is to color the geographical, social, and emotional landscape that
these 2 boys exist in. I can accept that but what the author included in this book exceeded what
I considered reasonable. I thought 100 or more pages could easily have been edited from this
book not only without harming it but actually improving it. The story would have read more easily
and been easier to understand. So the more I read the more irritated I became primarily
because I knew the book and its challenging message were very good and the reader was being
distracted by almost constant inclusion of trivial scenes and superfluous characters. I wondered
if Irving was being paid by the word. Now don't get me wrong all of this unnecessary material
was very well written and even entertaining at times but it delayed the telling of the main story in
my mind. This is what I meant by too much of a good thing. Why?Well the story is John
reminiscing about his life with his best and closest friend Owen Meany. John is recapping his life
from Toronto, Canada in 1987 where he now lives and teaches at a local girl's prep school. In
1953 John's single mother is killed by being hit with a foul ball at a Little League game. The
batter was Owen Meany. Of course it was an accident but this incident sets in motion a
closeness to the relationship between John and Owen that was even greater than they had
before the accident. The religious overtones in the story may seem excessive and might be off-
putting for some but it is all part of the author's purpose. I got hooked into the questions being



raised in the story but kept being annoyed by all the distracting side stories and characters. I
didn't care about them. I wanted to know about John and Owen and John's mom and who
John's father might be. I had lost patience with all this fluff material and my 3 star review was
forming in my mind. I don't want to say much more about the plot of the book except by the time
I got to the end I think I had an epiphany.From the biographical material included in the book
jacket it would appear that there is more than a casual similarity between the setting of this book
and the life of John Irving. I am going to guess that this book may be a highly personal work for
the author and may be based on real people in the author's life. Just a guess on my part.
Further, the writing is really good so why would such a talent bury his message under all these
unnecessary pages? This made no sense as surely the author knew what he was doing. Then
it was the way Irving brought so much of this "unnecessary" material to relevance at the end.
There had to be method to this wordiness. I thought about it from a different angle. I put myself
in the character of the adult John. If I were reminiscing about my boyhood, my youth, the time I
spent with the best friend I ever had would my telling of these times be brief? If I were a friend of
adult John's and I knew he was talking about such a friend and that friend was dead and John
was obviously grieving would I not sit and listen no matter how long the story lasted? Of course
such a telling would meander, it would include all sorts of suddenly remembered people, places,
and events and in no special order of time or place. I had wondered if the author, given the
religious aspect of the story, was challenging the reader to undergo an ordeal in order to
discover the challenge and message of his story. That might have been part of it but I think John
needed a friend to tell his story to and the friend could take from the story whatever he wanted.
This friend is glad he kept his mouth shut and the story could be told any way John wanted to tell
it.”

Kim Deister, “A thinking novel.... I am doomed to remember a boy with a wrecked voice—not
because of his voice, or because he was the smallest person I ever knew, or even because he
was the instrument of my mother's death, but because he is the reason I believe in God; I am a
Christian because of Owen Meany.This is one of the mot powerful opening sentences I have
ever read in a novel, and it sets the tone for the rest of the novel. I read this book at the behest of
two high school friends, Laurie and Ginny. We three live in different parts of the country, have
lived very different lives, and likely come at the themes of A Prayer for Owen Meary from very
different perspectives. I mention this only because I feel that this novel is rich with important
themes and one's life experiences and personal beliefs play a significant role in the
interpretation of those themes.The story is narrated by John Wheelwright from the perspective
of his middle-aged self, telling the stories of his youth in Gravesend, New Hampshire and
interspersing them with commentary on his present. His stories center on his best friend, the
title character Owen Meary. John comes from an old, well-established family, while Owen
comes from a working class family in the granite industry... an industry that John's aristocratic
grandmother deems to be "dirty."John, while from a privliged family, has never known his father.



His mother referred to John as the product of a "little fling," refusing to disclose the identity of his
father to him, or to her mother and sister. Despite the scandal of having a child out of wedlock at
that time, she held her head high and was never ashamed. She loved her child and she loved to
sing, and she did them both without shame. But then a freak accident takes his mother, an
accident that changes Owen, too. It is that accident that causes John to begin to wonder about
his father. Owen encourages his quest, insisting that God will show him the answers he seeks.
Owen is a bit of a misfit, small for his age and brilliant and wise beyond his years. There is
something about him that commands attention, from his peers and adults alike. He is strong in
his faith and feels that he is God's hand on earth. His dialogue is present in all caps, further
underlining the idea that Owen is somehow more than human, somehow divine. He constantly
reminds John, as he falters in his faith, that faith takes practice and that sometimes he just has to
accept that. The religious themes are prevalent throughout the novel and, at first, this was a bit
off-putting for me. I tend to stay away from strongly religiously-themed novel, generally finding
them to be more "preachy" than I enjoy. I think your own personal experience/relationship with
religion really plays into those themes. I was raised Episcopalian, but I pretty much have
eschewed orgainized religion, being more spiritual than religious. So I probably had different
feelings and ideas about those themes than others who embrace their faith more readily. But the
pressure on Owen to live up to his parents' (and his own) assertations about his destiny is
something that I think anyone can have empathy for.And there is no question that the Army girl
still in me had some conflicted feelings about the military/war themes. I had a hard time really
feeling for the narrator, outside of his love for Owen. There was a purposeful lack of clairty for
most of the book about the motivations behind some of his adult choices, vague due to the story
arc, and it led me to believe that John was something/someone other than who he turned out to
be. My assumptions, which I think were perhaps intended by the author, led me to dislike the
adult version of his character due to my own military experiences. Some of his ideas presented
by his adult self, while I understood the reasons behind them, sometimes rubbed me the wrong
way. There was also a moment in which Owen decides to dramatically help John try to avoid the
draft that also conflicted me. It was a drastic moment, one that was done out of love, but it was
the acceptance of Owen's dubious gift by John that bothered me, once again because of my
own military experiences. But, then again, the subjects of war and politics are often those of
controversy, aren't they?!My Recommendation: This is a thinking book, not a light read. There
are strong themes in this novel, themes that make you question your own thoughts, beliefs, and
faith. Yet there are also moments that are suprisingly funny. The author has a witty way with
words that give a tongue-in-cheek humor to a lot of situations and it is something that I truly
appreciated. I think that this is a book that will continue to reveal more of itself with subsequent
readings.”

Judy M Ford, “Gripping in parts. I read this book because so many of my American
acquaintances (on Facebook and other social media) said that it had been formative for them. I



had gained the impression that it was a children's book, but I was quite wrong about that.My first
mistale was readingthe author's lengthy and self-indulgent introduction, which focussed heavily
on the mechanism of writing and in particular on the choice of a first line for the book. Perosnally,
I find the first line off-putting and would not have bought the book had I not been curious to know
what had so impressed my American friends.It was far longer than I expected and, in my
opinion, it could have been improved by being significantly cut down. Parts were gripping, but
there were also tedious sections - particularly the lengthy expounding of educational theory and
discussion of various works of literature. The book would have been better if these had been
omitted.The action takes place in the fifties and sixties of the twentieth century. The politics of
that era are complex and interesting. I am just old enough to remember that events such as the
Cuban missile crisis happened, but I was too young then to understand them. Living in Britain, I
was fascinated to learn how differently much of American politics were/are viewed in the US. I
was also interested to have my attention drawn to how differently events are viewed now from
how they must have appeared at the time. For example, it hadn't occurred to me before that
there must have been a time when nobody knew that JFK was a womaniser!It is common for
books to use the technique of "flashbacks" to fill in background information about the characters
in a story. This book uses "flashforwards" to explain the narrator's"present day" (in actuality, the
1980's) life. I found these irritating and do not see that they added anything to the narrative.A
total lack of knowledge of both baseball and basketball made some of the book unintelligible to
me, but it did not prevent me from understanding the plot. The final twist in the plot (which I
should have seen coming, but didn't!) felt very contrived to me and added to a general feeling of
unreality.Overall, I can see why it is important to many people, but I still think it could have been
considerably improved by more ruthless editing of the manuscript.”

 Nez , “One of my favourite books of all time.. An absolute cracker of a book. Although I read
this a while ago now, it sticks in my mind as one of the greatest books I’ve ever read. I even
bought additional copies to give to people as gifts.Owen Meany is a great character and his
disability doesn’t stop him from becoming the hero of this story.This book is funny in places, sad
in others and touching all around. It will leave you in tears and each page completes you to read
on.Please, please read this book. It is an absolute classic and you’re missing out on a real treat if
you haven’t read it.”

Stevie, “Classic. If you have never read or listened to this book then I urge you to do so. You need
to stick with it and you will get your reward.Certain scenes brought me to tears and Owen Meany
has got to be one of the greatest ever heroes. For me, it was one of those books that I was sad
that it had to come to an end and I was left wanting more. Superb and beautifully read”

A. Smith, “Heartwarming and heartbreaking!. This is a brilliant story! John Irving never
disappoints with his story telling and this one goes straight to your heart. I first read it on Kindle



and loved it so much I just had to have the book. It's an interwoven tale of love, loyalty and some
betrayal that is a wonderful portrait of American life in the early to mid part of the last century.
Owen was a small man with a very very big heart and you can't help loving him.It's so refreshing
to read a book written by someone with such a good command of the English language who
knows how to weave words that keep you spellbound. It is also well edited and proof read so no
horrid typos!”

Mrs. A. Oliver, “Stays in Your Memeory. This is a story that stays in your memory! The author
beautifully orchestrated every element towards the final, alarming and memorable conclusion.
Owen Meany was a very unusual person from his early years onward. He believed there were
no coincidences in life and knew the date and manner of his death. Owen was barely 5 feet tall
by his twenties. He and his best friend continuously played a basketball move where Owen
would be lifted up to dunk the ball in the basket. He was intent on getting the time to 3 seconds.
He was a very intelligent person, almost surreal in his wisdom. This is an incredible book and I
would highly recommend it.”

The book by Ray Bradbury has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 6,306 people have provided feedback.
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